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Hot Springs: an opportunity to evolve 

the Spa business model

• Broadening spa’s appeal
– A mainstream rather than luxury event

• Addressing perceptions of affordability

• Removing the fear factor

• Deepening the spa experience
– Meaning as well as R&R

• Improving efficiencies
– High Day Spa Costs
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Broadening the Appeal of Spa
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The appeal of Spa 1

•59% of Australians have never visited a spa

•Only 21% have visited in past 12 months

Source: ISPA 2008 Global 

Consumer Study

Research International
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Why so many people don’t 
visit day spas?

Source: The Marketing 

Demographics of a Day 

Spa-Goer: Report 

Presented by The Day 

Spa Association.

All Data Compiled from 

Online Survey Between 

Dec 2000-Jan 2009.
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Costs of hot springs spas vs. 

day spas

• Avg hot spring spa NZ = approx $20 per client

• Avg day spa NZ = approx $90 per client
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Question

• Can hot spring spas utilise their low cost bathing 

model to entice clients to try out day spa “lite”
services?
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Deepening the Spa 

Experience
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Source: ISPA 2008 

Global Consumer Study

Research International

It’s all wellness
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Source: ISPA 2008 

Global Consumer Study

Research International

Out of their comfort 

zone
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Questions

• Can the health benefits from hot springs bathing 

further broaden the appeal of spas?

• Can the social aspect of hot springs bathing 

overcome many of the comfort zone concerns of 

non attendees?
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Make it social

Source: Mornington 

Peninsula Spa Website.
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Make it educational

• How the Romans did it?
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Make it fun
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Improving efficiencies
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Day Spa direct costs

• As a percentage of total sales in Day Spas, 

Direct Labor Cost increased from 50.2% in 2010 

to 56% in 2011

• In Day Spas, Total Direct Costs increased from 

69.0% to 69.3% of Sales. Day Spa Direct Costs 

are about as high as they can afford to be

Source:http://www.wellnesscapital.com/news/story

/the-wellness-capital-management-economy--

what-really-happened-in-2011
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Different economics

• Economics of hot springs spas

– start up costs - high

– Operating costs - low, high marginal profitability.

• Economics of day spas

– start up costs – low to medium

– Operating costs - high, low marginal profitability.
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Questions

• Can hot spring spas be combined with day spas 

to get the best of both worlds (high volumes and 

high revenue per head) whilst keeping delivery 

costs under control?
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Summary

• Hot springs spas offer a different spa experience 
to the dominant day spa model.

• The question is whether it can beneficially 
change the current spa business model, 
through:

– Increasing spa appeal

– Deepening the spa experience

– changing economics of service delivery


